JONAS COLTING
Jonas Colting has won six World and European medals in the triathlon and
has been competing in the sport since 1991. He has won the Ultraman
World Championships in Hawaii twice. He has also won the Swimrun
Ö to Ö three times and is the only person who has done the race every
year since its inception in 2006. He has been highly involved in the
development of the sport Swimrun from an obscure phenomenon to
an international Sport.
With his background in the Swimsport Jonas has always been a passionate
open waterswimmer. At best he was second on the classic Vansbrosimmet
but more than that he has always loved the great adventure of swimming in
the lake and sea. For six weeks in 2014 Jonas swam as the first person the
640 kilometers between Stockholm and Gothenburg, with a daily
average of 17 km. Through Jonas ”Swedenswim” he also collected
SEK 716,000 to WaterAid and clean water in the Third World.
Jonas passion for swimming, exercise and health extends far beyond his
own sportsmen with four published books, lectures, coaching and camps on their own.
Our products are the result of many years of experience where we constantly
working on improvement. We promise faster swimming with a wetsuit
or swimpant from Colting Wetsuits.

TRIATHLON
T03 is our most advanced Triathlon wetsuit ever made, and an upgrade from previous
model T02.
With high technological materials and a unique panel structure the T03 is designed for
triathletes and open water swimmers that are only satisfied with the best.
Yamamoto Corporation is regarded as the world’s top producer of neoprene, where their
44 cells neoprene is their top of the line material for flexibility, fit and comfort. The 44
cells neoprene from Yamamoto is used on parts of the arms and shoulders of the T03 to
create the most flexible and comfortable fit to optimise your swimming experience.

JONAS COLTING ABOUT TRIATHLON/OPEN WATER

“When I compete in triathlon, swimming speed in terms of the wetsuit is the absolutely
most important feature. A good wetsuit swims fast! For the T03 model, we’ve tested
many different prototypes during the development process and we’re proud to say that
we’ve created one of the fastest wetsuits on the market! It is clever and of course easy
to take off after training or during race change-overs. The wetsuit is suitable for both
experienced elite triathlon racers, but thanks to the wetsuit’s elasticity, it is also perfectly
suited for novice enthusiasts who want a more comfortable wetsuit of the highest quality.
Everyone swims faster in a premium wetsuit”

EXTREME QUAD STRETCHTM

Yamamoto 44 cells neoprene is placed on the shoulders and arms, and with the Extreme Quad Stretch™
construction in the shoulders, gives an amazing flexibility when moving the arms.

S-LINE CONSTRUCTION

The new S-line construction of the wetsuit going from
the crotch all the way up to the neck was developed
after several months of testing. It proved to keep a
better balance and position in the water, and therefore
optimising the arms movement.

100% YAMAMOTO SCS SURFACE

We have chosen to use a neoprene from Japan of the
very highest quality; Yamamoto. This gives the best
flexibility while at the same time keeping the heat.
Yamamoto is 99.7% impervious to water. Yamamoto 39
and 40 cells are used for maximum flexibility. The tight
structure in the neoprene also means the wetsuit won’t
wear out like other material can do.

EXTREME FLOATTM

After tests with different variations of materials, thickness and design of the panels, we have managed to
succeed in creating what we call Extreme Float. It’s
thanks to the mix of 1.5 mm material on the arms,
shoulders and on the sides of the legs, 3 mm around
the waist and 5 mm on the stomach and legs that we’ve
managed to achieve the maximum surface capacity in
combination with high flexibility.

SIDE STRETCH

Along the outer side of the legs we’ve added a panel
which is 0,8 mm thick with extra stretch in order to
increase mobility further during swimming and running,
and last but not least when getting in and out of the
water.

NEW2019!

OPEN

OpenSEA is a new wetsuits that will be launched during 2019. After many
hours of product development and testing we are proud to present, what
we believe is, one of the best all-around wetsuits on the market in its price
segment The OpenSEA is a perfect choice for both the beginner and the experienced swimmer who would like to try open water swimming or triathlon.
When designing the OpenSEA we have kept the hallmark of Colting Wetsuits
- the flexible shoulders. By using 100% Yamamoto neoprene it gives you the
best flexibility and rotation when moving the arms

FLEXIBLE SHOULDERS – YAMAMOTO

For the shoulders, we have chosen to use a neoprene from Japan of the very highest quality;
Yamamoto. This gives the best flexibility while at the same time keeping the heat. Yamamoto is
99.7% impervious to water.

OPTIMAL CONSTRUCTION OF PANELS

After testing different variations of materials, thickness and design of the panels the wetsuit is
constructed with a mix of 1.5 and 2.0 mm neoprene. This makes it good for both open water
swimming and Triathlon.

SAFETY IN FOCUS

Colourful shoulder and back of legs for great visibility.

PERFCT MIX OF MATERIALS

• OpenSEA is made of 100% neoprene with durable textile structure on the shoulders, crouch
and back of legs. The rest of the wetsuits has a smooth surface, which allows for speed in the
water.
• The shoulders are made of 100% Yamamoto to give you the best possible flexibility.

ALL SEAL

For the ultimate fit around arms, we have placed what we call ALL SEAL, a tighter fit, that keeps
water out and allows the suit to fit perfectly around the arms.

SWIMRUN
When Jonas Colting, winner of ÖTILLÖ the swimrun world championship 3
times, developed the wetsuit SwimrunGO, focus was to create an affordable quality wetsuit specifically designed for Swimrun. The SwimrunGO is
built for speed and agility on land and has a balanced buoyancy for optimal
position in the water.
The SwimrunGO is the perfect choice for those who would like to try the
fast growing sport of Swimrun. It is also the perfect choice for those who
have participated in a number of Swimrun races and would like to invest in
a new wetsuit specially designed for the sport of Swimrun.

SAFETY IN FOCUS

The suit is equipped with a whistle in case of an emergency when you need to attract
attention.

FLEXIBLE SHOULDERS - YAMAMOTO

For the shoulders, we have chosen to use a neoprene from Japan of the very highest
quality; Yamamoto. This gives the best flexibility while at the same time keeping the
heat. Yamamoto is 99.7% impervious to water.

POCKETS WITH EASY ACCESS

The SwimrunGO is equipped with 2 pockets located on the lower back on the outside
of the wetsuit. The pockets are easy to access and help you save energy and stay
focused during your race.

ALL SEAL

For the ultimate fit around arms and legs, we have placed what we call ALL SEAL, a
tighter fit, that keeps water out and allows the suit to fit perfectly around the arms and
the legs.

MATERIALS OPTIMIZED FOR SWIMRUN

After tests with different materials, thickness and design of the panels, we have managed to succeed in creating a combination to perfectly manage the tough conditions
that you often meet in on a Swimrun race.
• Shoulders: Flexible material for better mobility and decreased fatigue in shoulders
• Legs: Thinner material for optimum freedom of movement while running on technical paths with obstacles and tough terrain
• Stomach: Panel with extra buoyancy to provide the user with a balanced and optimal position in the water
• Legs front and back: Extremely durable material to meet tough conditions and
durable against scratches

QUICK BREATHE

We have placed a long zipper on the front of the wetsuit. This makes it easy to get
ventilation while running. The zipper is of top quality, YKK.
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NEW2019!

SWIMRUN

100% YAMAMOTO - 1,5 MM THIN

The thickness of the wetsuit is only 1,5 mm on all panels (except side stretch which
is 0,8mm), which makes it one of the thinnest on the market. We have chosen to use
neoprene from Japan of the very highest quality; Yamamoto. This gives the best flexibility
while at the same time keeping the heat. Yamamoto is 99.7% impervious to water. Yamamoto 39 and 40 cells is used for maximum flexibility. The tight structure in the neoprene
also means the wetsuit won’t wear out like other materials can do.

SIDE STRETCH

Along the outer side of the legs we’ve added a panel which is 0,8 mm thick with extra
stretch in order to increase mobility further during swimming and running, and last but
not least when getting in and out of the water.

ULTIMATE RUNNING EXPERIENCE

R035 is a special textile used on the SR03 to meet the tough conditions you often face

during a Swimrun race. It is extremely flexible and very durable against scratches. This
textile is placed on the front and back of the legs and crouch, to create ultimate running
experience

outside of the wetsuits. With two zippers you can easily bring all equipment you need for
a race or a training session.
There are also two pockets on the inside front of the wetsuit to carry smaller equipment
such as first aid kit or keys.

ADJUSTABLE POWER THIGH
– 3 DIFFERENT THICKNESSES

ZIPPERS

POCKETS

For the ultimate fit around legs, we have placed what we call ALL SEAL, a tighter fit, that
keeps water out and allows the suit to fit perfectly around the legs.

The extremely popular Power Thigh has now been designed to be adjustable to meet
your specific need as a Swimrunner. The wetsuit comes with a meshpocket on the inside
of the thigh where you insert the thickness of floating according to your needs. Three
thicknesses of floating comes with the wetsuit; small, medium and large. By using the
power thighs, you get optimal balance and position in the water while you get your hips
and legs higher, even when you use shoes during a swim.

SR03 is equipped with a large pocket on the lower back, which is reachable from the

The SR03 is equipped with two zippers. One large zipper in front to easily get ventilated
while running and one short zipper at back for maximum ventilation during a Swimrunrace without having to cab down the wetsuit to the waist. The zippers are of top quality,
YKK.

ALL SEAL

SWIMRUNJERSEY

IDEAL FOR TRAINING OR
RACING IN WARMER WATERS

The Swimrun Jersey from Colting Wetsuits is specifically designed for the
sport of Swimrun. It is an excellent choice to use in sprint competitions or
training or racing outdoors in warmer waters.
The Swimrun Jersey features top quality quick dry functional material, a
woven high grade fabric combined with an extra breathable mesh area on the
back. The mix of high quality materials delivers maximum benefit with heat
reduction and excellent breathing ability.

DESIGNED TO OBTAIN SPEED

With our patent pending design, the Swimrun Jersey from Colting Wetsuits
obtains speed for distance training and racing. With its powerdry material the
Swimrun Jersey quickly dries after swimming. With its aerodynamic fit and the
flexible material on shoulders it gives perfect mobility and decreases the level
of lactic acid in shoulders on during long Swimrun races.

3 POCKETS

SRJ03 contains of 3 pockets for better storage. They are easy to access and
help you save energy and stay focused on your race.
The Swimrun Jersey is a perfect choice together with the Swimrunpants SP03
from Colting Wetsuits to get optimal freedom and buoyancy.

SWIMRUNPANTS

OPTIMAL FEELING OF FREEDOM

Many people love the sport of Swimrun because of the feeling of freedom.
When listening to Swimrunners around the world, what they want to wear
instead of a normal wetsuit to increase the feeling of freedom even more, we
came up with something we call Swimrunpants SRP03.
The Swimrunpants SRP03 is the perfect training and racing aide for those
who compete in sprints or Swimrun races in warmer waters. The Swimrunpants gives you the optimal water position with perfect lift in the hips and
thighs without compromising on body rotation or leg kicking balance
The Swimrunpants SRP03 is a perfect choice together with the Swimrun
Jersey SRJ03 from Colting Wetsuits to get optimal feeling of freedom and still
get the buoyancy needed.

SWIMPANTS

SWIMCALFS

SIDE STRETCH

SWIMCALFS SC02 AND SC02+

Along the outer side of the legs we added a panel which is 0,8 mm thick with
extra stretch in order to increase mobility further both during swimming and
running, but not least when getting in and out of the water.

TECHNIQUE IDENTIFIER

With the help of integrated clear lines in the design on the sides of the SWIMPANTS SP02, a trainer can easily discover incorrect techniques or positions in
the water of the swimmer.

HIP SEAL

For the ultimate fit around the hips, we’ve developed HIP SEAL TM. An extremely flexible material, which, together with the lacing function, keeps water,
out and allows the pants to fit perfectly around the hips.

100% YAMAMOTO SCS SURFACE

In order to be able to use as thin material as possible while still maintaining
temperature and surface durability, we have chosen to use a neoprene from
Japan of the very highest quality; Yamamoto. Yamamoto is 99.7% impervious to water. We use Yamamoto 39 and 40 for maximum flexibility. The tight
structure in the neoprene also means the wetsuit won’t wear out like common
wetsuits do.

ALL SEAL

For the ultimate fit around legs, we have placed what we call ALL SEAL, a
tighter fit, that keeps water out and allows the suit to fit perfectly around the
legs.

With our SWIMCALFS SC02 and SC02+, we’ve created a perfect
aide to increase the surface power for the legs, It’s an aide that
works both for Swimrunners and for traditional swimming training.
Our Swimcalfs are designed to give you some compression to the
calf when running while at the same time optimising your surface
capacity and increasing the speed when swimming.

PADDLES

IMPROVE YOUR STRENGHT

The paddles from Colting are strong, durable paddles. The holes throughout the
surface are placed for optimal resistance and better control in the water. The
paddles are a great training tool to increase strength and stamina, but is also a
good product to have for Swimrun races to save energy in your legs as much as
possible.
The paddles come in various colours such as transparent, pink, green and
orange. There are three different sizes:
SMALL
The small paddles are used by beginners and people with smaller hands.
The size of the small paddle is 17x14cm or 6.7”x5.5”. Available in transparent
and pink.
MEDIUM
This size is used by the intermediate swimmers or people with medium size
hands. The medium paddle is 21×18 cm or 8.25”x7”. Available in transparent,
pink, green and orange.
LARGE
The large paddles are used by experienced swimmers and people with large
hands. This paddle gives the most resistance when swimming and is 24x21cm
or 9.5”x8.25” in size.

SWIMCAP

FOR COLD WATER

The SWIMCAP NEO is developed for swimming in cold waters outdoors. It will both keep your head warm and increase your visibility
in the water. The distinct pattern goes from your forehead to the
neck and matches well with your other Colting products.
SWIMCAP NEO is made of 100% Yamamoto neoprene, top quality
from Japan, and is only 1,5mm thick. It is available in two sizes: S/M
and M/L with an adjustable strap under the chin.

SWIMCAP

HEADBAND

THREE DIFFERENT COLOURS

STAY WARM AND KEEP YOUR HAIR IN PLACE

The Swimcap from Colting Wetsuits is made of 100% silicone that
makes it strong, durable and provides the best comfort. It comes in
two different designs and one size.

Are you an athlete that often wear bandana while running this will be the perfect
choice for your next Swimrun or Triathlon race

The Swimcap from Colting Wetsuits is more than just a fashion
statement. It reduces drag and increase speed. It also protects your
hair against chlorine, salt water and sun exposure.

With the headband from Colting Wetsuits made of top quality Yamamoto neoprene from Japan, will keep your forehead, ears and neck warm without having
to wear a thicker neoprene cap. Perfect for Swimrunners, Open Water swimmers
and triathletes

SAFETY BUOY

FOR MAXIMUM VISIBILITY

Coltings Safety Buoy is the ultralight swim buoy that provides a safe
way to float and rest during your swims. It is the best open water
swim buoy for those looking for a simple swimming buoy without
any additional weight-adding features.
Coltings Safety Buoy gently tows behind you without pulling you
back or adding extra drag to your swim. Coltings Safety Buoy provides reassurance for safer swimmers by adding extra visibility and
floatation, in case you cramp up or simply need rest.

SWIMRUNCORD

RACEBELT

SWIMRUN CORD

THREE TOGGLES

Lightweight and filled with functions
The Swimruncord is made by reinforced lightweight nylon with
reflecting stitching. Buckles in plastic keeps the belt in a low weight
and still makes it secure and comfortable to use. With an elastic 4
mm thick and 2 meters long cord keeps you attached to your teammate when needed during a race. An extra hook is placed on the
waistband you can easily attach a carabiner for your hand paddles.

The racebelt has 3 toggles so you easily can adapt it to thestandard of the race
bib on your markets.

The swimrun cord from Colting Wetsuits is a great way to benefit
from the strength of teammates and can be used to pull each other
both in the water and while running.

Sizes:
The Swimrun cord comes in two sizes, S/M and M/L and includes
2 waistbands and one cord perfect for you and your teammate. The
package comes in three different versions, 2 * S/M, 2 * M/L or 1 *
S/M and 1 * M/L

Colting Wetsuits racebelt is the perfect way to keep your race number in place
during the swim, bike and run in a triathlon competition. The belt will save you
time in the transitions and letyou focus on the race.

The Racebelt Super light and adjustable to fit most sizes and made of 100%
nylon.

PULLBUOY

PULLBUOY

KICKBOARD

PULLBUOY SWEDEN

- Optimal shape
- Can be used for both swimming technique training as
well as for Swimrun
- “Swimrun ready” with elastic waistband for easily storage at the
lower back when running
Pull buoy SWEDEN comes with the pull buoy and a waistband.

LIGHTWEIGHT PULLBUOY

This is the pull buoy for the experienced swimrunner, and our biggest pull buoy.
Colting Pullbuoy HK is very lightweight.
FEATURES
• Great for doing muscle conditioning endurance training, and swimrun
• Great buoyancy

KICKBOARD

The Colting Kick Board makes swimming a cinch with its easy glide
design and endurance enhancing features. The shape makes the
perfect balance between stiffness and flexibility in the water.
FEATURES
• Easy glide design for workouts.
• Great for serious conditioning.
• Enhances cardiovascular fitness.

GOGGLES
RACE

The goggles come in three different colours; blue,
transparent and smoky grey.
Three changeable nose bridges for optimal fit.
Head strap in silicone with locking adjustments.
Coated with anti-fog.
100% UV protection.

GOGGLES
OPTIMAL FOR OPEN WATER

Perfect goggle for outdoor swimming.
Deep blue lense, great for direct sunlight.
Coated with anti-fog.
100% UV Protection.
Silicon gaskets to reduce pressure around
eyes and to fit your face optimal.
Easy buckle adjustments.
Optimal visibility when swimming in open water.

